Abnormal facial emotion recognition in depression: serial testing in an ultra-rapid-cycling patient.
Normal subjects use the right insula and bilateral anterior temporal and prefrontal cortices to recognize the emotion expressed in a human face. Mood disorder subjects have a selective deficit in recognizing human facial emotion. Brain imaging studies show that they fail to activate the right insula to the same degree as controls, even when accurately assessing facial emotion. Many issues remain, however, including whether the facial emotion recognition errors in mood disorder subjects are state dependent or persist during normal mood states (and, thus, reflect a trait abnormality). To probe this issue, we repeatedly studied a male bipolar II patient's ability to recognize faces' emotional content. This patient made significantly more errors in facial emotion recognition during the depressed state. He also demonstrated a significant negative bias when he was depressed compared with nondepressed states. This case study demonstrates the state dependency of the defect in human facial emotion recognition.